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Abstract: Diversion and subversion occur in the playful humor in which trans-migrant farm workers engage to alleviate the gruffness and roughness of farm labor and to re-assert the human potential for creativity, with words, if not in action and behavior. This essay considers nuances of the humor response in formal interviews as markers of significant points of transition. Narrators use humor to reflect on alterations in behavioral experience that directly affect the personal identity they have come to accept and to believe is a reasonable representation of who they are.
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Told that we are “post” the second of two social revolutions that mark us as different from the eras that preceded each, we bear witness through the ethnographic enterprise to a potential within the Information Era for minimization of the human capacity for creativity [1-2] and dissuasion against any resistance to social domination [3]. These possibilities affect those spaces and settings where people converge to perform activities related to what, for some represents industrial work (the second social revolution), and what, for some represents agricultural work (the first social revolution). One learns by spending time in these spaces and settings: this is the foundation of ethnographic enterprise. For more than a decade, I co-occupied spaces with men and women who perform or have performed farm labor, particularly in low-income, high-risk areas where they spent time when not working. I encountered the sense of play as resistance described by José Limón [2, 4] among men and women whom he studied in south Texas, and by Ron Jenkins [5], who reviewed historic and contemporary examples of ways that play and humor generate a forum to seek potential solutions to social injustice and institutional oppression. Little studied among agricultural workers, the narrative quality of play and humor has long been a part of the farm labor experience. One of the early advocates for improving the living and working conditions of farm workers was the American novelist, John Steinbeck. At one point, he wrote on the lighter side of farm labor, poetically linking humor (jokes in particular) to the relief that it provided from the everyday troubles and worries of economic survival that was the core of the farm labor experience.

The migrant people, scuttling for work, scrabbling to live, looked always for pleasure... Sometimes amusement lay in speech, and they climbed up their lives with jokes. And it came about in the camps along the roads, on the ditch banks besides the streams, under the sycamores (page 338)... [6].

Later in the classic study conducted by William Friedland and Dorothy Nelkin [7] in the late 1960s, the playful humor that was a part of migrant life was described in a section entitled, “The Social Functions of Humor” (pages 155-159). Based on generous notes and the assistance of several graduate students who traveled with migrant crews from the southern United States into farming areas of the northern state of New York, the authors reveal how humor served both as an outlet against a build-up of daily tensions, as well as a means of individual identity maintenance based on storytelling skills and joke construction. Recently, Travis Du Bry [8] and Peter Benson [9] each articulated aspects of the everyday world of farm laborers, although neither of these two field researchers placed emphasis or directed their discussion to the play of humor within daily interactions among farm workers. Finally, an alternative approach to humor in agricultural sites is writing in the genre of everyday narrative replete with humorous episodes, such as the Spanish language novel by Tomás Rivera [10], who presents a tale of migrant life in the western United States in mythic time and space.

In this article, I take a different approach to the study of play and humor in the context of ethnographic investigation. My intent is to explore use of the “humor response” in narratives that mark points of transitions that take place in migrant life rather than consider play and humor from a performative perspective [11]. My analysis has benefited from discussions of reflexive acknowledgment of embodied agency [12], general theories on humor [13, 14], conversational uses of humor [15, 16] and Arthur Asa Berger’s [17] analysis on humor as verbal and non-verbal expression that adheres to a system of logic. Central to my analysis is an observation by Bruun and Langlais [12] that actors may reflexively recognize actions when they are happening as well as the resultant consequences, and Berger’s [17] elaboration of an existential capacity of humor to reveal nuances of social identity across both verbal and non-verbal communication. When it is embedded in narrative talk, the humor response positions a speaker’s awareness of what has taken place with enactment of a particular behavior (“embodied agency”). Reviewing a series of life stories collected among agricultural workers, I...
examine instances that a narrator “marks” a story as humorous by behavior that corresponds to laughing, chuckling or giggling. I am less concerned with variations of the “humor response” than I am to its general presence within the narrative and its use in relation to identity formation and maintenance. I am concerned with the link between the situation as it is described by the narrator and the sense of identity culminating from multi-cultural experiences across one, and often two or more, international borders.

METHODOLOGY

Data Collection

For more than ten years, I worked with farm workers in relation to social adversity in farm areas of the regions known as the Midwest and the South of the United States. I recently finished a long-term ethnographic study of onset into drug and alcohol use among men and women who perform and/or performed farm work in the eastern United States. These data I use for analysis. Although the main data source was transcribed interviews, I incorporated field encounters into my research plan, wherein I spent time with many of the people whom I formally interviewed. A number of men and women in one farm community in the rural southern United States, for example, I had known for several years through my work with another project. Several others, whom we missed in that study, I recruited for the present study. Everyone whom I formally interviewed, I came to know in farming areas along the East Coast of the United States. Data collection sites were scattered across several states. The six sites where I taped interviews were located in three states: street setting in a small city devoted to agriculture, treatment program for farm workers, as well as a house used by men in remission (not in treatment, having recently completed the drug abuse program), and corrections facilities operated within local jurisdictions (county jail and town stockade). All together, I spent time in three primary data collection sites and eleven casual data collection sites that were distributed across five southern states.

I used “ethnographic sampling” [18] to select individuals in the field to represent extreme as well as typical cases based on experience in farm work (childhood to adulthood, childhood or adulthood only), non-agricultural experience (city, rural, both; outside and within the United States), drug use by duration (long-term, intermediate, short-term) and by type (hard drugs or alcohol) and lifetime travel-work (transnational from one country to another, across regions in the USA, or local in one state only). I completed more than 200 formal interviews with 160 unduplicated persons. One-hundred-and-forty were persons who were using currently or had used drugs in the recent past (20 of the 160 had not used drugs); considering involvement in agriculture, 103 were currently active in farm labor, and 41 were inactive and 16 had never performed farm work. All together I interviewed 60 transnational individuals among the total sample of 160; two-thirds were born in Mexico, and the rest were born in Central America or the Caribbean. Material for this paper comprises a random selection of ten interviews with these transnational men and women. I chose these individuals given their more varied experience across national borders. Since all of the interviews including those with transnational workers had instances of the humor response, I selected a set of ten interviews for analysis.

Transcription

Interviews were transcribed with notations for linguistic and narrative nuances as well as their imbedded content. To avoid subjective selection of excerpts of humor, I randomized the full set for reviewing transcripts to document my thesis that farm workers use the humor response to mark events and incidents in their life that affected a later view of their place in the world around them. I analyze instances where “humor response” occurred (chuckle, laugh, giggle) to ascertain the most common and salient aspects of the context that was being elaborated in narrative talk.

The Sample

Given the frequent appearance of humorous anecdotes and the humor response, it was not necessary to search deeply into the overall sample to find cases for narrative analysis. Four of the ten cases were duplicates; seven men and one woman generated the ten transnational interviews. National origins and gender for these eight persons are similar to their proportions in farm labor across the United States. Four men and the one woman were born in Mexico, two men were born in El Salvador, and one man was raised in the Caribbean (born in New York City, he returned as an infant to his home country). Two of the men were raised in provincial capitals (Mexico), and the remaining six had spent childhood and most of their youth in rural areas. Two men from El Salvador were raised in separate, rural provinces. The woman and one man were born and raised in the same province in Mexico (she in a rural area; he in the capital city). All eight persons had lived and worked in the United States for five or more years, and each had worked in other states for more than a year than one where they were formally interviewed. Four had spent more than 12 years in the United States, mostly in agricultural areas from the southern United States.

The age of the eight selected individuals was slightly older than the growing trend of younger transnational men and women who currently are encountered performing farm work [19-21]. The sample of eight persons, then, leans more toward experienced persons than young people who currently trans-migrate (another term that reflects the mobility of persons working in farm labor). Mean age of the eight persons was 33.8 years. Six of the eight were in their 30s at the time they were interviewed; the woman (Mexico) was in her 20s, and one man (El Salvador) was in his 40s. Their experience of entering this country was typical of men and women who immigrate to the United States with little money [22-24]. Two persons from Central America crossed the border once on their own, before they later crossed on return trips with others who were friends or kin, rather than the coyotes that facilitate “border-crossing” both from Mexico into the United States and return from the United States into Mexico [25, 26]. The other four first crossed the border assisted by coyotes; two later crossed with kin and/or friends. Two of six from Central America crossed twice (went home once, but he returned); one crossed four times; one crossed five times (the only one who was caught; he stayed briefly in Mexico before eventually returning); and the woman and the oldest man crossed but once. Neither of these latter two, or the man who was raised in the Caribbean, had returned home since coming to the states. None of the men or woman from
Mexico had documents (“papers”) when they first came to the United States. The man from the Caribbean was a U.S. citizen by birth, despite being raised outside the states in his mother’s home country.

Considering drug and alcohol use, the men in the sample were less typical than men who perform farm labor in this country. All seven men reported they drank heavily at some time in their life. Many but by no means all agricultural workers drink. The oldest person (male) drank heavily. Similar to many women who perform farm labor, the woman neither drank nor used drugs. At some point in their life, all seven men had used marijuana, and four of the seven had used crack-cocaine in the past. These three (crack, marijuana and alcohol) are the most common drugs used by farm workers [27, 28]. One man tried crack but stopped when it made him ill; two never used crack. Similar to a trend common in Latin America, four of six men used pills in their teens, and three of five men from Central America used inhalants, often before or simultaneous to initiating their use of marijuana and alcohol. Nonetheless, the atypical nature of involvement with drugs, but not alcohol, places these seven men at the extreme in terms of their experience with difficult times and potential risk for apprehension and injury. Despite the non-use of drugs or alcohol, the experience of the lone woman in this random sample reflects the difficulties that are encountered by someone who depends on agricultural labor for economic livelihood.

TRANS-MIGRANT NARRATIVES

The eight trans-migrants are described in order of chronological age. I chose this order for presentation, since it avoids bias in my discussion of the manifestation of the humor response in the course of each person narrating aspects of individual experience. Rather than select names of my own choosing, I generated a set of fictive names which I randomly selected using a table of random numbers. I first selected letters under which the sample surnames were alphabetized, before selecting surnames from a compendium of 12,567 Hispanic surnames elicited from the 1980 Census of the U.S. population [29]. I used random numbers to select first names from a bibliographic list in the same volume and randomly mixed the first names with the randomly-selected surnames. My rationale was to eliminate subjective interpretations of personal identity either by myself or from the reader’s experience with persons who “cross national borders.”

> Woman Age 25: Born in central province, Mexico; parents deceased. Assisted by coyote (“border crossing facilitator”), Tomasina Navia and 13 men took eight days to cross the border to enter the United States. She was the only woman. Twelve men and the coyote were caught by immigration authorities. She and one man escaped and secured a ride with a truck driver, who took them to a “safe trailer.” She subsequently lived and worked in one northern and two southern states. Her first husband injected drugs; using the bathroom, his use left a “funny odor” that she often noticed. When he began to miss work and money ran low, he tried to convince her to “prostitute herself” (venderse) to acquire drugs for him. She fled, leaving her two sons with him. She does not know where they currently live and she never regained custody of her children. She remarried. She recently learned that her uncle is a coyote, which she did not know at the time that she crossed the border. She has neither returned to Mexico and has yet to visit a grandmother who lives in California. She and her new husband have one pre-school child, and they currently live near his extended family.

Those places in Tomasina’s interview where she inserted a chuckle or laugh consistently represent recognition of where she currently is in comparison to where she once was as a woman in Mexico. More than once, she chuckled while describing her dislike of farm work (“stooping over” in particular) and strong preference for work at the poultry plant. She recognized that in the United States, she had choices for work, even as a woman, despite restrictions on her because of her minimal skills in English. Like her departure from Mexico by herself, her decision to work in processing poultry contrasts with female neighbors who prefer work in the fields to the poultry plant (three friends were interviewed formally by the ethnographer). A willingness to withstand hardship (aguantarse) to seek a better life, first demonstrated in border crossing and underscored by her choice to travel with the men-only group, is repeated in a willingness to take the night shift at the plant. Curious about her adjustment, I asked her, “How do you do your day at night?” Chuckling, she replied, “I don’t know why, right? Already I’m accustomed to the night work.”

Since Tomasina has little contact with surviving kin in Mexico, she laughed at my question about contact with those who were in the group of 14 persons who intended to cross the border. As a testimony to her participation in the community of workers and families in the local area where I recruited her for this study, she knew that among the dozen men who crossed the border with her years earlier, two currently were working in a nearby poultry plant. She maintains her involvement with neighbors as well as her extended family. Certain parts of her story are known to those with whom she shares work time and living space. Her abrupt departure from her prior husband is the one place in her narrative where she had difficulty speaking the unspeakable. It is this part of her life, where she lived with uncertainty, that is rarely if ever shared with friends or family.

> Man Age 30: Raised in El Salvador, two brothers spent time in the military; married, one son, one daughter. Francisco De Rivera came to the states at age 19, lived in a southern city with his uncles and worked with a crew that painted condominium apartments. He left over problems with barrio gangs, about the same time that he and his friends were caught by police removing parts from a car inside a gated community. He went to the East Coast for three months, before moving to another southern state. Although he has gone to other states, he prefers staying in one town and working with one entrepreneurial-contractor of agricultural workers, a practice that is not atypical among agricultural workers [19]. The last time he communicated with his family was two years ago, when he called his mother.

Similar to men and women in the corpus of interviews I completed, I had known Francisco prior to our formal interview. As we started, I reminded him that we met through the health study that provided HIV testing to men and women in the farm town. “You took my blood and boy!” He exhaled and chuckled. Like others in that study, he was not fond of needles, and experienced a little anxiety over the two weeks...
Francisco and me moments of comic relief. As he described eight days of walking through desert to cross the border, I asked for clarification if he and three companions came with a coyote. He replied matter-of-factly that they “walked and walked,” eating a loaf of bread they had bought in a store, before they left. When I asked what they did for water, he casually remarked that, “Water was found any place one wanted to drink,” chuckling at the incongruity of assuming that one could drink water from the kind of places where it might be found in the desert. Although he described circumstances of his departure (his mother told him to leave his home country rather than join his brothers in the military) and underscored the loss that he carried for those he left behind (two now-married sisters and a grandmother who was alive when he left), the points at which he laughed were choices that he made in El Salvador (he took mushrooms and crack-cocaine and frequent consumption of alcohol). Owing to the choices and lifestyle that he left behind, the humor response marked transitions in his life whose outcomes continue to affect him today.

More serious in the second interview, he elaborated details on his family, separation of his parents when he was young, and his drug experience (glue, paint, marijuana, alcohol in Mexico; crack-cocaine in the U.S.) and his older brother’s success as a lawyer. When he talked of men who injected, he clarified (to my question) that he was referring to men who injected heroin or cocaine. When I commented that their experience differed from his, he asked me, “In Mexico?” To me this was incongruent with my assumption that he encountered injectors (“shooters”) in the United States, not in Mexico. I was surprised. By asking me if I meant Mexico, he was anchoring himself to his drug experience with inhalants and marijuana in Mexico, and extending that to his recent experience with crack in this country. He indicated that drug use in the United States was intense and more individualized than he had witnessed or experienced in Mexico, where it was a social event among friends. Unlike Francisco, the humor response in Jorge’s narrative (first interview) marked circumstances with very different consequences from behavior that was appropriate to his barrio in Mexico. He became nostalgic as well as saddened over his new circumstances during our second interview, recognizing that he would need to repair what had remained of the relationship with his wife, before he would have a secure place, if he chose to return to Mexico.

Alfonso spoke with me in English that he learned while spending time in jail in the United States. No newcomer to the legal system, he previously spent time in prison in Mexico. He chuckled numerous times in the course of our talk, particularly over situations that challenged him with moderate inconvenience: catching the wrong train in a border state;
getting caught by immigration officials in a “sweep” of a labor corner in a western state; finding himself arrested two days after he signed a pawn slip for a stolen video recorder (VCR) in the capital city of the eastern state. He learned quickly from serious events. “Mouthing back” to English-only inmates in the county jail, for example, he was beaten and in another incident he had his ankle broken in an argument over Latino inmates’ right to watch a Spanish channel. When he later told me that he disliked fighting, I asked him how he avoided fights. “Carefully,” he told me, as he giggled. At that moment, he could take the liberty of a chuckle, having already established earlier in the interview how often he placed himself into situations with potentially serious circumstances.

Alfonso recognized that social change alters a situation. He recounted how local men beat Latinos on the East Coast when they attempted to share the warmth of fires that the men built in barrels near the labor corner, but chuckled how the situation later changed in two years as more Latinos arrived and altered the balance of power in the street. He noted that in recent months, before he left, that men of several ethnic origins were able to share the warmth of barrel fires. For situations that changed his behavior, he marked these with humor. He first tried crack in the border state, when a man offered his buddy and him a place to stay at his house, as they were preparing to sleep on pieces of cardboard alongside a fence. Instead of food, the man gave them each a “hit” of crack-cocaine. He chuckled in re-telling how they accepted the crack and asked no questions. Despite prior experience with drugs in Mexico (alcohol, peyote, pills, marijuana, and solvents), time spent in settings in the western states where drugs were used and one more instance of an offer of free crack, he found that the price of crack was too much. Alfonso didn’t use it again until he came to the East Coast a few years later, when he began heavy crack use.

Alfonso touched me with his knack of incongruent analogy. While comparing the prison system in Mexico and the United States, he described how he went into hiding when authorities were searching for him and companions whom he accompanied to steal a tourist couple’s car in a northern state in Mexico, at the border. Having already served time in a Mexican prison, he used an analogy to explain why he fled.

“The way they work down in Mexico is, they don’t, well (brief pause), when they take you into the interrogation room, they don’t do interviews like you are doing... They use many, many “instruments” (wry comment accompanied by a straight face).

He later came back to his hometown, when a friend in the police force said it was safe. He told authorities during a deposition that the recovered goods were never returned to the couple, and he was left alone by the authorities. He had learned how the system worked. What he learned, he used to protect himself by confronting the situation as it often had confronted him, unexpectedly.

> Man Age 34: Born in the northeastern United States, raised in the Caribbean; oldest of three (two younger sisters), lived with family on family potato farm. Jean-Paul dropped out of school in the eleventh grade to devote time to a lawn business that he started. He later worked in a local hospital. He again lived in the northeastern United States through Job Corps (his birth in the U.S. qualified him), and he visited the northwestern United States a year later. Close to his mother who was concerned over his use of marijuana and cocaine, he was encouraged by her to come to the United States for treatment. She gave him a check and the address of a treatment program in the southern United States. There he lived for ten years, but he spent no more than two days in the treatment program recommended by his mother. Although he reduced marijuana use, he became fond of crack-cocaine. On a whim, he accepted an offer to work in the tobacco harvest of another state, when a labor recruiter came to the mission-shelter where he was staying. The man’s dressy clothes and talk by farm-experienced men in the van on the trip to the tobacco field “sweetened the dream.” He worked in the tobacco harvest a few weeks, before I met him in a treatment program (not the one earlier recommended by his mother), which he found a few weeks after he arrived at the eastern labor camp that first summer.

Jean-Paul enjoyed the opportunity to talk with me by interweaving insights that he gained during his time in this country on life as it was for him in the Caribbean, compared to life as it became for him in the United States. He was adept at noting incongruities in current or recent situations with the sense of identity that he developed as a Caribbean male. Recurring themes in his narrative were the smallness of his experience in the Caribbean compared to his ten years in the United States and the conversion of loss into gain. At times, the family farm where he was raised in the Caribbean became a “small potato farm” when talking about the large tobacco farm. To my question on the width of the Caribbean island where he was raised, he chuckled and told me, “Minutes.” Disillusioned at the tobacco camp where he was taken (labor contractor supplied drugs offered to workers), he used the heart problem he developed with cocaine use when he first arrived in the states to convince the foreman at the farm that he required treatment.

Through the process of treatment and his own reflection, he noted an incongruity in his adolescent self-image and lifestyle. He lived in a bungalow behind his mother’s house. He lacked true self-independence, since his mother prepared meals and his two sisters washed his clothes. He recognized how his dreams for a different life as a teen diverged from his lifestyle: “I would dress like Tubbs [when he was younger, the American television series, “Miami Vice,” was broadcast to areas of the Caribbean] and sit in front of the TV, thinking of going to Miami....” In the evening, he would dress like the then-popular vice-detective who was adept at arresting drug dealers, but go out with his friends to smoke marijuana and snort cocaine. These juxtapositions in behavior continued in the states. His early experimentation placed him at risk. Since he feared needles, he never tried heroin. Instead, at a party with heroin users, he once injected himself with wine: “That scared me because I fell to the ground; my heart was beating fast... I filled the whole thing with wine... I’d stand up and fall down.” He chuckled as he told me of the imbalanced sensation that he had felt. Rather than re-live what must have been distressful, he emphasized the humbled dimension of that experience. The opportunity to enter treatment from the labor camp provided Jean-Paul with a respite, giving him time to reflect and to re-structure past memories of his identity in the Caribbean as well as in the United States.
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Fernando was the only male among the eight sampled men who had never tried crack. He recognized he had a drinking problem when he lost his supermarket job of un-loading trucks. As he explained it, the foreman provided workers with alcohol on the job. Fernando drank all that he was offered, plus extra drinks that the other men did not want. From a good job in Mexico where he worked in a tailor shop that he operated below the apartment where he lived, Fernando found himself in the United States taking odd jobs through a "labor corner" in the rural South.

Fernando revealed two humorous situations in his narrative. He noted the lighter side in his wife's attachment to her mother, despite the fact that neither he nor his wife ever visited their respective home towns during nine years of marriage. He spent little time with her while at his mother's-in-law house. He laughed over this lack of time: "She left me neither sun nor shade" (mi al sol ni a la sombra). He chucked over the first time he drank alcohol. He went with several companions to a bar, where they invited him to drink a few bolas ("tumblers"). He chuckled at the incongruity of what he thought would be small copas ("cups") not the larger liter-sized bolas ("tumblers") they were served. He became drunk. When he left to walk home, he was robbed of his wallet, wristwatch and clothes; the most painful loss, as he described it, was his brand-name tennis shoes. Despite the humor that he inserted into his account of that loss, after the first time that he ever drank, he did not laugh while he recounted his current experience of securing work from the "labor corner" to which he would walk 70 minutes each way from where he was living. The seriousness of this situation was underscored by his silence on the fact that the area where he lived, the rent for housing was inexpensive and the area generally experienced higher crime rates than other areas of the town.

Jorge judiciously spread humor throughout his interview. He created a narrative that was purposely incongruent at times to emphasize the ambiguity of situations in which he became entangled and at those points in his life when he gained a sense of identity as a Mexican male with equal time in the United States and Mexico. He found humor in the story that he told to reply to my first question during the second of four formal interviews (second was randomly sampled). To my question, he described the Midwest as the most difficult place he had lived which he illustrated by offering me the story of the night that he was summoned from a bar to defend a friend who had been attacked by gang members at another bar. As an indication of his adherence to the assumption that a Mexican male defends his buddies, he used the term cantina for "bar" at this juncture in the interview (otherwise the Anglicized barra, which is the common term among farm workers, was used to describe his other drinking episodes). When they arrived by car, one gang member shot at them, whereupon the bar security guards locked the doors. He chuckled at being forced to flee the scene, and he again chuckled at having to run from a pistol-toting gang member who was chasing him. He was wearing loose sandals at the time, which he lost. More than this, he cut his ankle to the bone during flight. He was gracious and voluntarily showed me the ankle scar. At this point he neither grimaced nor laughed. I was left to complete the story with an affective response of my own upon seeing the thick scar that spread across his ankle.

Having obliged my first question, Jorge began his narrative. He was a conversationalist. I mostly asked questions to clarify points that I missed. He amplified the story of leaving the farm where his brother was injured. To this time, he had little knowledge of the United States. He was looking forward to seeing gabachos (White Anglos), who, he had been told by friends, inhabited this country. The day for the trip with the coyote was rainy. The first point at which he laughs is when he observed Black people as they entered a near-the-border city. He was disappointed, since he had believed that the United States was inhabited only by white people. He chuckled.

"I looked and looked, and all I saw was Black, and more Black. ‘My friends lied to me, right?’ I told myself. How could this be? Black people. They never told me (chuckle) in
Mexico that Anglos liked Black folks that much... Then we came to the safe house, where the door opened, (chuckle) [we went inside], they brought us chicken and beer."

Jorge brings himself to reflect on a reality that goes beyond that of his experience in the United States. If he stayed with compatriots that shared aspects of his background, he was safe. At the same time, the places where they worked and lived, and what he was offered in the course of those experiences, began to entangle him in what became a long-term addiction to alcohol.

Jorge used the momentum of this first story to draw closure to the interview. He described his experience when he went to the East Coast, a place with many beaches he had been told. "What beaches! All I saw was oranges in all directions." At this point, humor in the situation strikes me, as he is disguising, mockingly, that he spent all his time working in the orchards. Jorge continues by connecting the threads first mentioned in his introduction at the point that he draws closure to the second interview.

"What I saw was tézontes [literally, “carbon”], Black folks (morenos). I told myself, “They robbed me of Anglos (los güeros) and they put Black folks in their place... Just like they robbed me of the beaches (las playas) and replaced them with oranges (naranjas)..."

There is a subtle truth to Jorge’s perceptive comments, since many low-income areas where men and women from Central America typically find housing and/or work is co-occupied by African Americans who themselves also earn low wages. His poignant comment positions the immigrant’s disenfranchisement in work and residence: he is “permitted” to work in this country but, owing to low pay, is required to live in low-income areas without the opportunity to engage in this country’s pleasures or to participate in mainstream society.

> Man Age 44: Born in El Salvador; after high school graduation, he worked with a North American mining company in Nicaragua. Edgar Izabal left his mining job when civil war started in that country; he went to Mexico to work four years (mostly construction). Later he came to the East Coast (his brother arranged for a coyote to assist him in crossing the border), where he worked orange harvests for four years. He returned to El Salvador for six years and briefly worked in cotton harvests in Guatemala and in construction in Belize (he also spent time in jail for lacking documents). In 1990, he returned to the United States. By this time, Edgar had a wife and children, whom he left in El Salvador. He has harvested blueberries and cherries in the Midwest, tomatoes and peppers in two states along the East Coast, and tobacco in three other eastern states. He communicates sporadically by phone with his wife and family back in El Salvador.

By the time I did formal interviews with Edgar, I had observed him over several years develop self-assurance about himself and his ability to find work. He left crack, which he used extensively during the early years I knew him, and alternated between moderate use of marijuana (initiated with teens he met in a park in Nicaragua) and alcohol. He was known by and in turn knew many of the men and women who spent time in the streets, and he initiated conversations or put people in contact with others who needed jobs or favors. Our previous conversations had been informal and touched on issues of concern to transnational men in the United States such as the lack of English skills or family left behind in a home country. I was not surprised that both Edgar and I laughed throughout the two formal interviews. I chuckled, for example, when he subverted a question that I asked on differences in tree work versus field work (I mentioned that one uses a ladder in the first, but one stoops to ground in the second). “That’s a problem?” he dead-panned. His reply was one that came close to undermining my position as interviewer, but it was done in a way that reinforced his willingness to perform either tree work or field work, or both, as well as challenge my manner of conceptualizing labor according to frequent description in the ethnographic literature (stoop labor is described as demanding and difficult). I switched from differences in work conditions to ask if there were differences in pay rates. He continued, again in dead-pan, with a reply that permitted him to characterize each as similar in very low wages for pay. Both through working in the citrus groves and in ground crops, he said, he was able to make sufficient money for meals, which implied that there was very little left after the food had been purchased.

The points in his narrative that he found most humorous were contexts related to personal growth and change in behavior. In the first interview, he responded to my last question where I gave interviewees an opportunity to talk about something that “we may have left out.” He took the invitation to express ideas on gender relationships in today’s world, indicating that a man’s resources were more important to a woman than a man’s looks or behavior or her affection for him. He code-switched to English to quote a friend who told him, “You no got money, you no get honey,” paraphrase of the common refrain heard in street talk in the rural South: “No Money, No Honey” (“honey” is a street metaphor for romance and sex). He drew upon his experience of ten years in the United States and ten years in countries other than his own in Central America to make this implicit comparison. I should add the context of this interview was that it took place on a Sunday morning after a full weekend of “entertainment” for men who lived in the center of town, Edgar among them. It was not unlike other times that we spoke informally over the years that I knew him. Through each conversation he brought me closer to situations and issues that recently were experienced by himself or someone he knew, for example, his travel to a new job in a coastal city along the East Coast; someone who recently was robbed in town; or, on this day, his recollection of times past, most likely triggered by the events of the past weekend.

In the second formal interview, Edgar chuckled while recounting an incident that took place with a friend. He bluntly told the friend one evening not to offer him a smoke of crack-cocaine, that the Divine Creator never intended for people to smoke drugs. His friend got angry with him and walked away. Edgar later noticed that his comment had an effect, since he noted that this friend would tell those who came to invite him to smoke, to not ask again: “No-no-no-no, go smoke it yourselves, don’t offer it to me, forget it.” Pleased with his bold approach, Edgar emphasized transition in his friend’s behavior by repeating the man’s words to illustrate and to verify that a change of behavior had taken place.
ANALYSIS

These seven men and one woman have provided an atypical look at the experience of a transnational Diaspora within the United States. Their travel to locations in the United States is what sets them apart in “trans-migrant” experience from most men and women from other parts of the world who are transnational workers in the United States. All of the eight persons whom I introduced have lived in several locations. Each has lived in more than twenty sites prior to my contact with them in three primary locations in the southern United States. The difficulties they have faced in these locales and states find space in their stories and tales. “fragmented” at times owing to geographic displacement, the challenge of seeking a living in the low-income areas of rural towns and small cities, and socio-psychological pangs of separation by physical distance from families. Their narratives are less often “fragmented” owing to drug or alcohol use within the boundaries of their life experience [30]. They generally leave unspoken reflections on how their extreme, constant use of drugs and alcohol has “interrupted” their life trajectory, such as that which occurs with life-threatening or terminal illness [31]. Nonetheless it is this dimension that often is emphasized in the social science literature in a way that places essential priority on social identity according to whether one uses drugs or alcohol. Difficulties that they experienced are highlighted in some stories and tales more than others, and these accentuated sections of an overall life story become a testing ground for self-growth (especially for Alfonso and Jorge) as well as the backdrop that illuminates an ongoing renewal of identity through the experience of another place different from their origins (especially for Tomasina, Jean-Paul, and both Jorge and Edgar).

We are told that “soft talk” serves to alleviate the tension and residues of imagined slights of daily face-to-face encounters [9], as well as facilitate exit from entanglement by social conflict and momentary pain [31, 32]. Humor resonates with the experiences of the past that can readily be projected into the present [13, 33, 34]. That which is constructed in a context of social conflict and interpersonal tension [31, 32] is permitted a space for revision, if a narrator makes that choice in the course of narrative disclosure. For the men and women whom I interviewed for this study, and specifically for the eight individuals whom I introduced in this essay, the past that is re-visited in narratives is often marked at key junctures with the “humor response.” For some, the humor response co-occurs in recounting the painful aspects of past experience (e.g., Francisco, Alfonso, Jorge). For others, it marks negotiation and construction of a new identity across two or more worlds (e.g., Tomasina, Jean-Paul and Fernando). And for others, it signals recognition of paths taken and the behaviors subsequently enacted that lead the narrator into an entanglement with addiction (e.g., Jorge, Alfonso).

The “tang of emotion” [35] communicated through the humor response at times engaged the interviewer, as the speakers intended to create a co-narrative worth the time to listen [16]. I became challenged in my role as researcher and as “guide” in co-construction of the interview. As a challenge in the semi-artificial setting of an interview, the humor response had a potential for a “fusion of centers” in relation to speaker (interviewee) and ethnographer (interviewer). At times, I was reconstructing my sense of identity in the dual roles of interviewer (specific to the immediate setting) and ethnographer (general to the overall study), as each of the eight persons was permitted space to reconstruct a sense of personal identity, as each wished, or to explore issues which caught their attention when they surfaced through a narrative disclosure [36, 37].

This last example that I provide here falls outside the venues in which I spent most of my time in the streets of rural towns with agricultural workers. It was not part of a formal interview. Some of the formal interviews I conducted in a county jail and town stockade. In order to do this, I would call the captain who was in charge of the sheriff’s office to arrange an afternoon or a morning when I could visit the jail for research interviews. The captain had assigned a lieutenant to assist him at the county jail, and a sergeant was assigned responsibility for the town stockade. The lieutenant had performed police work in a northern state, before moving to the South, and the sergeant (like the captain) had spent most if not all his adult life living in the southern United States.

One time near the middle of my study, I called the stockade and was told that the sergeant was at the county office, so I called the main headquarters, which was located in another locale. The lieutenant answered the phone; I recognized and greeted him, and I asked to speak with the sergeant. Generally my interactions over the phone were courteous but to the point, as I focused on the business of securing permission. This time was different. The lieutenant replied, “Yes, he’s here. Just a minute, I’ll ask him.” With no effort to muffle his voice (the aside he made to the sergeant was audible to me), “It’s the anthropologist; he wants to come over to your house and play.” There was a brief silence as I heard the telephone passed to the sergeant. When he came on the line, I arranged a time to conduct interviews at the stockade for end of the week, before I thanked him and hung up. Then I burst out laughing (which was audible to no one but myself) since the term “house” used by the lieutenant was an adaptation of the euphemism, “Big House,” that was used in the South to refer to prison as well as plantation owner’s home. Hence, the unadorned term “house” refers to a jail. For a couple of days, I would laugh to myself when I thought of the statement, “He wants to come over to your house and play.”

There was a subtle play of incongruity in the northern career police officer learning the culture of the rural South. It was an instance of learning that graciousness is the key to hospitality throughout the South: make other people comfortable. This, then, is the lesson that I had learned through the field interviews that I arranged across various settings with farm workers in several states. Each interviewee showed me how women and men in agriculture would come to terms with disappointment in their lives. Through shared and disclosed humor, they made themselves comfortable with a part of their personal identity, according to their current circumstances. Their embodied agency was plainly based on efforts to reconcile who they believed they were and the times that their actions belied this reality [12] owing to life challenges and sometimes temporary lapses in sound judgment.
CONCLUSION

Humor serves multiple purposes in conversation, whether it is naturally-occurring talk or the created conversation that occurs within the context of an interview. When a person recounts an incident that was traumatic or difficult, replay of stress in recalling that event is minimized through the humor response [15] which typically also removes intent toward aggression [38]. The resulting confirmation of identity, at that moment, is removed from potentially stigmatizing outcomes [39]. Incidents are reframed and interactions between teller and listener are re-aligned with humor [40].

The making of identity is a lifetime process that incorporates both personal and social experience. For men and women who transmigrate, that is, immigrate to, and travel within, the United States to seek and secure agricultural employment, identity-making incorporates a wide field of action. Herdt and Stoller [41] remind us that subjective aspects of identity may remain elusive to ethnographic investigation, despite the weight that subjectivity carries in formation and transformation of social identity. For their work this applied to “sex talk,” for my work this applies to “drug use.” These hidden aspects of reframing one’s identity through the contentious context of immigration are worthy of inclusion in the serious study of human relations. Seeking to understand how social identity is formed, modified and affirmed, it is necessary to make our work comprehensive in narrative analysis and discourse theory in order to bring us closer to the articulation of yet-to-be learned truths of the human experience.
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